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Before you even bother to read this, 
read this: 

 
There is going to be a lot of information in here that you will baulk at — or rather 

that your eating disorder will baulk at. Be ready for that reaction, because 
here is the deal: 

 

This will not work unless you commit 100 percent. It 
will not work if you do it some of the time. It will not 
work if you give up because you had a bad day. If 
you are going to bother reading this Eating 
Disorder Recovery Kit you need to commit.  

 
I can’t make you get better — neither can anyone else. You are the person who is 

going to be doing the work.  
 
The good news, is that you opened this pdf, so I know that you want to recover. 

That’s great. Let me tell you about life without your eating disorder.  
 

Recovery means ... 

  
- You will have the brain space to think about things other than food and 

exercise. You are a creative and intelligent person (I know this because we all 
are, and we are genetically similar) and you have the brain capacity to do 
incredible things (if you want, if you don’t want you don’t have to. The 
difference is that you have the choice.). 

 
- You will recreate the friendships that you might have lost due to this illness. 

Eating disorders are scary, so it is hard to make friends when you have one. 
Most of my friends ebbed away when I was ill, but I’ve made plenty of new 
friends since I recovered.  
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- You will heal whatever family rifs your ED has created. Eating disorders place 
great strain on families, but all that heals as you do. Honest.  

 
- You will excel in whatever you choose to do, career or otherwise.  
 
- Your senses will brighten. No kidding: Anorexia dampened my senses, so 

when I recovered the world will seemed a richer place.  
 
- You will start sleeping well. When the body is starving many of us have 

trouble sleeping. My sleep has been phenomenal since I became weight 
restored.  

 
- If you are a girl, your periods will come back. You can read my blog on this 

here. 
 
- If you have suffered hair thinning, your hair will recover. Blog post on this 

here.  
 
- The looping, obsessive thoughts will go away. The feeling of freedom that 

brings is indescribable.  
 
- You will be able to go out for meals with friends and not feel stressed. 
 
- You will be able to take a day/week/month off from exercise and not feel 

stressed.  
 
- You will be able to go on holiday and relax rather than spend the entire time 

thinking obsessively about food. 
 
- You will be able to eat all your favorite old foods again and not feel stressed 

or guilty.  
 
- Your body will recover and become strong and healthy.  
 
- You will love life. Seriously. I am not the sort for lovely-dovely crap, but you 

will love life again. You’ll laugh more.  
 
Blog post on what my life after 10 years of recovery looks like here 
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So you want all that. You want to recover. Here’s the kicker: you are going to 
have to eat.  

 

You are going to have to eat three meals and three 
snacks every day for the rest of your life.  

 

Do you need professional help? 

The answer to that is yes in most cases. Despite the fact that I used the principles 
of Family Based Therapy (FBT) to guide myself through my entire recovery I 
do not think that recovering on one’s own is a good idea. In the majority of 
cases you are only wasting more time. If you want to listen to how I FBTed 
myself there is a podcast on it here.  

 
If you are underweight it is critical for your long term health that you get re-fed 

right now. If you cannot fathom eating three meals and three snacks per day 
please get yourself into inpatient care so that you don’t have to do it alone. 
Once you come out of inpatient, you can pick this Recovery Kit up as it will 
help you understand that a full recovery is far more than just gaining weight. 

 
Throughout my recovery I had a rule that I made myself — well actually there 

were many recovery rules and still are. But this particular rule was if I failed to 
gain and retain X amount of weight I had to quit my job and move back in with 
my parents and ask them to refeed me. You should have a similar sort of rule 
for yourself if you are opting not to have professional or full-time help with 
this.  

 
If I could go back and do it again I absolutely would be checking myself in to be 

re-fed by a professional. The inpatient resources for adults were not available 
to my knowledge then as they are now. If they had been I think that would 
have been the easiest and fastest route to recovery. 

 
Yes, yes, I know I achieved it on my own, and I am glad for all that I learnt in the 

process of doing so, but it took a really very long time and I think I could have 
been recovered faster had I given the control to someone else.  
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Don’t let your ED use your ego against you 

We all have an ego. It is part of being human. Eating disorders are particularly 
nefarious in that they will use anything that they can against you, and your 
ego is one of those things.  

 
Your ED will use your ego to tell you that you are better off alone, or that you 

must not give up control. That’s bullshit. Don’t get sucked into that line of 
thinking. Remember that you ED will tell you anything in order to get you to 
postpone treatment.  

 

Give up the notion that you have control  

 
Your eating disorder will be telling you that you don’t need help and that you 

shouldn’t let anyone else have control over what you eat. That’s laughable if 
you think about it. You’re not exactly in control now, are you?  

 
Let’s test that out with an exercise: 
 

Exercise: 

Pick up a 2x2 inch piece of cheese and eat it. 
 
If you are in control you should be able to do that.  
If you are in control you should be able to do that without feeling stressed.  
If you are in control you should be able to do that without all hell breaking loose 

in your head.  
 
Did you do it? Could you eat that cheese at will? 
 
If the answer to that was “No,” then you are in good company. I couldn’t eat that 

piece of cheese ten years ago either. But I can do so now very easily.  
 

You need to give control to someone else in order to 
take it back from your ED.  
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Stop waiting for the “right time to recover” 

 
There isn’t one. It doesn’t exist. There is only one time to start recovery and that is 

right now. Your eating disorder has already wasted too much of your life. 
Don’t let it have one more day. Commit to recovery now.  
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Part One: The Set Up 
 
Inpatient treatment might be a fantastic kick start for you because it is the fastest 

way to regain the weight that we need in order to be able to think straight. 
With or without an inpatient stay you will need to be prepared because you 
recovery process will last far longer than just the weight-gain period. It can 
take months to years to fully recover, so think of the initial weight-gain period 
as just the beginning.  

 
This kit is about setting you up for the long haul and it is based on what I learned 

and the practices I used to reach a full and sustained recovery.  
 

A note on rules 

 
Chances are you are really very good at following rules and being disciplined 

with yourself.  
 
Really? Gosh, how you do think I guessed that? 
 
We all are. 
 
So what we are going to do here is define you a whole new set of rules. These 

are rules that your eating disorder will hate. But I know that if you decide to 
stick to them you will be able to.  

 
You know that feeling, when you make a promise to yourself that you are going 

to do something and then you can’t not do it even if you want to … . 
 
Well, that’s what I did when I promised myself I would never skip a meal again. I 

made it a promise to me  in my head. I made it a rule I could not break. And, 
yes, I’ve been tempted to skip over the years, but I just can’t break a rule that I 
set for myself.  

 
Time to turn the rules back on your eating disorder. Time to get back into the 

driver’s seat.  
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Ready? Let’s do this! 
 
 

1. Identify your “ED Check Person.” 
 
 

This is a crucial part of your recovery in all stages  and even after you are fully 
recovered. Your ED Check Person is the person who will act like your canary 
bird or early warning signal that you are off track with your recovery.  

 
You’ll hate this person sometimes, but after you are recovered you will feel like 

you owe them your life.  
 
For those of us who are married, your spouse is probably the perfect person. If 

you are living at home, a parent is perfect. Whomever you choose, this is 
someone who you trust and who loves you. 

 
I did not have an ED Check Person when I started my recovery. I only actually 

developed the idea when I was in a Stage Three state of recovery. It makes 
sense really, as in early stage recovery my brain wasn’t really up for thinking 
up new and creative ways of helping me get better. I wish I had thought of an 
ED Check Person sooner and I think it is vital for anyone wanting to recover 
from an eating disorder.  

 

Who is the perfect ED Check Person? 

 
Someone who isn’t going to tell you what you want to hear in order to be nice to 

you.  
 
Someone who knew you pre-ED (or at least very well) and so knows what is an 

ED behaviour and what is you.  
 

Someone who won’t blink at confronting you. 
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You’ve already probably butted heads with this person over your ED in the past, 
as they have already tried to tell you that you are looking unwell, or that you 
are exercising too much, or that you need to eat more. The crux is, this has to 
be someone who loves you enough not to be too scared to tell you that you 
are sick. 

 
In FBT this person is usually the mum or the dad or both of them together. For us 

adults, sometimes a parent is not the most accessible, so like I said a partner 
or housemate, or a good friend.  

 
Honestly, if you don’t have a close friend, partner or relative — and that’s a reality 

for many of us as the illness makes you push friends and family away — then 
you should seek inpatient care for Stage One Recovery. Then when you come 
out and are weight restored but on your own again you can go to your GP or 
medical practitioner and ask for a bi-monthly check up in which your doctor 
can assess you. There are also some emerging outpatient programs now that 
can help with keeping you on track after you are weight restored.  

 
My advice would be don’t leave inpatient care without having an ED Check 

Person in place even if this is someone whom you have to employ. Hire a 
nanny or a home carer if you have to. Err on the side of having too many 
precautions in place than too little.  

 
Considerations:  
 
- You might have to move back in with your parents if they are going to be the 

best people to help you. If that is the case and that is possible: do it.  
 

- You have to concentrate on recovery and if it means that life halts for a little 
while then so be it. Your career can wait. Your recovery has to be your utter 
priority.  

 
- You can have multiple ED Check People. If you have more than one ED Check 

Person make sure that they are on good communication terms with one 
another (i.e. don’t pick  your parents if they have been divorced ten years and 
hate one another!) 

 
You probably already have someone in mind for this, and it might even be 

someone whom you have been avoiding because whenever they see you 
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they tell you things that your ED doesn’t want you to hear. Suck it up. And 
you’re going to just love what I am going to tell you next … . 

  

 

2. Establish the “No-Argue Zone” 
 
Crucial step. In case you were wondering how this ED check person is going to 

talk to you about your eating disorder. You probably already know you are 
prone to fly off the handle when anyone confronts you about your eating 
disorder. Well, you have to make a vow, that when your ED Check Person 
tells you something eating disorder related it is a No Argue Zone . No ifs. No 
buts. 

 
Argh! It’s so hard at the start! 
 
Initially whenever my long-suffering husband told me I was looking underweight 

I either: a) totally ignored him and changed the subject; b) rolled my eyes and 
told him to leave me alone; c) lost my shit and started yelling; or d) told him I 
would eat more later in order to get him off my case. 

 
Then, when I got savvy enough to realize that he was my biggest ally against 

Anorexia, I made this rule: 

Instead of arguing, I shut up, listen, process, commit to change, 
then say “thank you.” 

  
In that order. Because if I say “thank you,'” as a reflex without really letting what 

he is telling me sink in, then I don’t take action on it. 
 
Part of the “No-Argue Zone” rule is that I have to immediately implement a 

change. If he tells me I need to put on weight I eat more and do less today. 
Not tomorrow. Not next week. Today.  

  
If my husband tells me that he thinks I am looking thin the deal is I do not argue. 

If I open my mouth it has to be to put some food in. Seriously though, I say 
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thank you for telling me, and I immediately make changes so that I put some 
weight on.  

 
If he is really worried and he wants to check my weight or do anything else like 

enquire as to how much exercise I am doing. No argument, That is his job as 
my ED Check Person. It’s actually empowering to give that power to someone 
else. But it only works if you create a no-argue zone with them. 

 
Suck it up and deal. You can argue with everyone else in your life, but not with 

your ED Check Person when they tell you something ED related. And 
obviously this only does as far as ED-related topics. I argue with my husband 
about everything else  :) 

 
 

Exercise: Suck it up 

Sit down with your ED Check Person (or people if you have more than one) and 
ask them to tell you all the eating disorder behaviours that they have noticed 
about you. While they are giving you this feedback you are not allowed to 
speak. Just sit there and listen. It’ll be hard, but no backchat!  

 
When I first did this with my hubby, I felt a torrent of emotion and internal 

ED-tantrum in my head while he was talking. I wanted to argue with him. But 
that subsided after a couple of moments and I was left with being calm and 
able to actually listen to what he was saying. Needless to say, he was spot on 
with all of it. Had I allowed my ED to argue with him however, I would never 
have been able to sit through the tantrum and allow my rational, thinking, 
non-ED “me” brain to start listening.  

 
When your ED Check person has finished they can say something like “okay, I’m 

done” and only then are you allowed to ask questions about their 
observations. This will set you up for being able to listen to your ED Check 
Person and controlling the emotional desire to argue with them.  
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3. Assessment 
 
This is something that you need to work with someone else or a team of people 

on. You need to access the state of your health both mentally and physically 
now, and make a plan for what it needs to be in order for you to recover.  

 
And no, you cannot do this on your own. Eating disorders mess with the part of 

the brain that makes sound judgement about one’s own bodyweight etc. 
Another reason why inpatient treatment makes all this easier is because they 
will assess you for you.  

 
Many of us don’t like to know what weight we are in the early stages of recovery. 

That’s fine, you don’t have to know if you don’t want to at this stage, but 
someone has to. Ideally you and your ED Check Person will go and get the 
advice of a trusted ED professional and a plan will be devised as to weight 
gain and other behavioural traits that need to be eliminated.  

 
Once you have your target weight set, you and your ED Check Person have to 

set a realistic time frame. Now, you write up a contract stating that you will 
reach X weight before X date. Then you sign it with a clause that if you do not 
reach X rate at X date you will seek an inpatient stay — or go live with your 
parents, or whatever is reasonable and will help you get that weight on.  

 
Here is also where you access with your ED Check Person and professional help 

how much help you need on a daily basis. Some of you will need a person 
present at every mealtime. Some of you will not. It is important that everyone 
is realistic as to what will work. If you fall in the category of needing a person 
present at every mealtime you may need to make temporary life changes in 
order to make that feasible — like move home with your parents.  
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Part Two: Weight Gain 
 

Goal One: reach a healthy weight 

 
When you are underweight the “thinking” part of your brain doesn’t work that 

well. Unfortunately the “fight or flight” part of your brain works really 
fabulously all the time and even more so when you are underweight. For that 
reason, you cannot trust your own judgement if you are underweight.  

 
In order to get your brain back you need to reach a normal weight and stay there.  
 
If you are underweight whatever you are eating right now is not enough. Period.  
 
Considerations: 
 
- If you are vegan you may well have to stop being so. I have a lot of resources 

on this. Check out this post first , then this one. Now listen to this podcast, and 
finally listen to  this one to learn why being vegan may not be as ethical as you 
think.  

 
- If you believe that you are gluten intolerant or lactose intolerant and therefore 

cannot eat gluten or dairy products; consider that this is actually your eating 
disorder telling you that you are unable to eat these things. I’ve known people 
with Anorexia who experience physical  digestion symptoms which are 
actually related to the stress that they feel when eating, not the food. You 
may feel very real discomfort when eating certain foods, but that doesn’t 
mean you are allergic to them necessarily, it might just be your ED messing 
with you.  

 
- You should also stop exercising for your weight restoration period. Don’t let 

your ED tell you that exercise is healthy. It is for people who are weight 
restored but not for you right now. The only thing that is healthy for you right 
now is gaining weight. No arguments. Many of us with Anorexia and other 
eating disorders are also obsessive exercisers — it is a symptom of the illness 
— so it is part of your recovery plan not to exercise until you have been 
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weight restored for a prolonged period of time. And even then you have to 
keep an eye on how much you are doing.  

 
By the way, if you read through any of those considerations and wanted to have 

a tantrum or suddenly began justifying in your head that you can still exercise 
and recover from your ED because you are different … get over yourself. 
That’s your ED talking.  

 
All the next points are things that you need to sit down with your ED Check 

Person and go over.  
 

A note about weight gain and weight distribution 

 
Read this  blog post on gaining weight and they way in which it distributes itself 

around the stomach initially to prepare you the physical changes to come. It is 
about why people recovering from Anorexia often experience initial weight 
gain going to the stomach and how it is important to understand that once 
you have been weight restored for long enough the weight will redisperse 
itself.  

 

Weighing throughout recovery 

 
I’ll remind you again I am not a doctor, but can only tell you what worked for me.  
 
As adult sufferers it is harder to recover in many ways because we simply don’t 

have the luxury of being parented through it. Regardless of how good a 
support network you set up for yourself the aim in the end is for you to be 
able to manage your eating disorder on your own. That in mind, you will have 
to be able to stay on top of your weight and in order to do that you will have 
to weigh yourself to make sure you have not lost weight.  

 
Now, if you cannot handle this straight off the bat this is okay. Initially have your 

ED Check Person or medical practitioner weigh you. However, by the time 
you are in Stage Two Recovery you should be aiming to be able to weigh 
yourself once per week and be okay with doing so.  
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I found that meditation practices were useful for a number of things, but 
especially things like this. I would meditate on feeling excited about seeing 
the number on the scales go up. I would visualise it in meditation and sit with 
it there. Doing this every day meant that pretty soon I was able to get on the 
scales and whoop with joy when I saw the needle rise (yeah, I used the old 
fashioned sort with a needle!) 

 
Blog post on weighing for recovery here.  
 
 

Create an Anti-ED Behaviour list 

Do this with your ED Check Person. Sit down and write down all the weird shit 
eating disorder behaviors that you need to kick. This might be a really long list 
to start with. Go into detail. This list will also change as you get into recovery 
— hopefully it will get shorter and less weird as you get more recovered. 

 
Below is an examples. I have purposely kept this example list very general so 

that it doesn’t trigger anyone or give anyone ideas. It is also shorter than most 
of our lists are. Once you get into it you’ll probably have pages of these rules. 
That’s okay. The point is you have to create a very honest list that is specific to 
you. 

 
Example: 
1. No juicing or smoothie drinking rather than eating meals. 
2. No Nibbling  — if you want a biscuit you eat the whole biscuit. 
3. No Squirrelling — no hiding food.  
4. No drinking excessive water before meals. 
5. No cleanses. 
6. Three meals and three snacks a day regardless of how full you feel. 
7. Limit fruit to three portions a day. Un-limit chocolate and cheese :). 
8. No exercise until 6 months post weight restored. 
9. Only full-fat dairy versions of yoghurts or cheese. 
10. Proper cutlery to eat meals with. 
11. No weird cutting up of food. 
12. No weird only eating food in a certain order. 
13. Use the escalator if there is one rather than the stairs.  
14. Stop fibbing about how much I have eaten.  
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15. Spend at least $X on food per week.  
16. Spend at least $X on clothes per month.  
17. No eating after 11pm or before 6am.  

 
 

Get the idea? 
 
Oh, and if your ED Check Person suggests a list item that you disagree with, 

guess what? Exactly right. No arguing. It goes on the list because your ED 
Check Person always has the last word when it comes to your eating 
disorder, not you.  

 
Then you both sign it, and you stick it on the fridge door or somewhere you will 

see it.  
 
You have to read your Anti-ED Behaviour List at least twice per day in Stage One 

Recovery. In Stages Two and Three read it once per day. In Full Recovery, 
have it filed somewhere so you can find it and check up on it every now and 
then.  

 

Food quantity 

 
Anorexia and other eating disorders mess with the part of your brain that tells 

you how much is an adequate amount to eat. You cannot trust yourself to 
know how much is enough at this time — that’s why working with your ED 
Check person is crucial.  

 
You are going to devise your weight gain meal plan with them, and you need 

them to set the quantity of food that you are to eat at every meal. If you do it 
yourself your ED will not let you eat enough — trust me on that one.  

 

Don’t think of this as losing control of your life, think of it 
as  empowering yourself  with the knowledge that you 
have a mental illness that is stopping you from living 
a normal life.  
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Like with all illnesses, we need to allow other people to help us in order to get 

better. Also, your ED is having a screaming fit at the very thought of you 
allowing someone else to tell you how much you have to eat, isn’t it? That’s a 
great sign! Eating disorders scream when threatened. You are taking the 
control away from your ED and giving it to someone who will help you get 
well.  

 

Meal skipping 

 
In order for any of this to work, you have to make a promise to yourself here and 

now that you will not skip meals. As soon as you skip a meal you have given 
the power back to your eating disorder.  

 
Considerations: 
 
- You may need to ensure that you have someone with you at every mealtime 

in the first stages of your weight gain recovery. Again, if there is any doubt in 
your mind about your ability not to skip meals and you don’t live with 
someone who can help you, you have to make lifestyle changes so that you 
can do this. Remember, if you have to move back in with your parents for 
your recovery time, do it. It will be worth it. 

 
- Not eating the whole portion counts as skipping a meal.  

 
- There literally is no excuse for skipping a meal. If you need to make your 

meals portable then do so. Have them on you when you go out for the day. If 
you have to tell your friends that you can only go to the cinema so long as the 
movie is finished before 6pm so that you can get back and eat, then that is 
what you have to do.  

 

Life Stops Until You Eat -  F.E.A.S.T 
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Meditation/mindfulness techniques 

 
I’ll admit, I used to roll my eyes at this crap. But it works. At any rate, it’s worth a 

go as it won’t cost you anything other than a little time.  
 
Meditation can be helpful in visualising behavioural changes that you want to 

make. Think of it like practicing in your head how you want yourself to behave 
and react around food and exercise.  

 
For example, the first time in recovery that I drank a full glass of whole milk I 

meditated on it for a couple of minutes a day for a couple of days before. I 
sat, and in my head I went through the whole process of getting the milk out 
of the fridge, to filling the glass, to drinking it, to actually enjoying it.  

 
When I finally tackled the real-life version of drinking a full glass of milk I sailed 

through.  
 
If you are wondering how this all works you can listen to a Podcast episode 

explaining this here.  But basically when you meditate on something you are 
creating neural pathways in your brain that will help you do that thing in real 
life — you are practicing it in your head.  

 

Exercise: visualising weight gain 

Here’s a meditation exercise to get you started: 
 
Take a seat in a quiet place. Close your eyes and set a timer for three minutes. 

Now, for three minutes you are going to concentrate on nothing but slowing 
your rate of breath. Count the seconds it takes you to inhale and the seconds 
it takes you to exhale and see if you can make it longer every time.  

 
After that three minutes is up, keep your eyes closed and place your hands on 

your stomach. Begin to visualise feeling flesh and fat under your hands. 
Concentrate on loving that flesh and fat that is part of your healthy body. 
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Imagine feeling it and knowing it means that you are recovered, and healthy, 
and with that imagine all the great things that recovery will mean for you — 
freedom, a proper career, a loving relationship. Whatever it is you want, 
imagine that in the flesh you feel under your fingers.  

 
The key to all this is that you have to learn to love your body when it is voluptous 

and vital. You have to understand that a healthy body brings with it a healthy 
life. The reason that we did the deep breathing at the start is because that 
puts you in your parasympathetic nervous system which is where your 
prefrontal cortex (the thinking part of your brain) can work best.  

 
 

None-Obvious ED Behaviours to Be 
Aware Of 

 

Interests/hobbies 

 
When I was sick, my only interests were: exercise, obsessively thinking about 

food and exercise, reading cookbooks and watching cookery shows. Yes, I 
was one boring pain in the arse. I genuinely cannot think of any less 
interesting bedtime reading material than a cookbook. Of course I never ate 
any of the foods in the books that I pored over, which is wonderfully ironic.  

 

Reading cookbooks, watching cookery shows, talking 
about food and nutrition, and cooking for other 
people are all ED behaviours. Make sure that they 
are on your anti-ED Behaviour list.  

 
But what do you do with all this time now that you are not exercising or 

obsessing over food? 
 
You have to get another interest. I actually took an online learning course in 

website production in my recovery time to keep my brain occupied and to not 
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allow the food thoughts in. I also volunteered to run some online fundraising 
campaigns for a horse rescue (I used to train horses, but stopped that while I 
concentrated on recovery as I classed it as “exercise.”) 

 
At this point it doesn’t really matter what you decide to interest yourself in — take 

up knitting or plan a bank robbery for all I care — but it cannot be food or 
exercise related. The point is to start using that incredible brain of yours for 
something else.  

 
Even if you just pick something to learn and pretend you are interested in it for 

now, do something. Anything! Write a novel. Learn a language. It has to be 
something intellectual so that your ED-brain gets quashed.  

 

Telling lies 

 
Anorexia turned me into a big fat liar. I lied about how much I had eaten and the 

amount of exercise I had done on a daily basis to my parents, friends, and 
husband. For a smart person I told some bloody stupid and obvious fibs! 

 
This is horrid on so many levels. I know that you hate that you lie to people — but 

don’t hate yourself. Hate your eating disorder as it is your eating disorder that 
makes you lie.  

 
When I decided on recovery I vowed to stop the lies, and it was a huge relief to 

know I didn’t have to lie anymore regardless of how hard telling the truth 
about how little I has eaten was initially. Your eating disorder wants you to lie 
because when you lie you hide it — this means that it can survive longer.  

 
I learned that the lies were an ED behaviour and they were not me . Don’t judge 

yourself for all the lies that you might have told in the past, whatever — that 
was your eating disorder, not you . Instead, be aware that is an ED 
symptom/behaviour and stop allowing your ED to lie for you.  
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Money 

 
Many of us who have Anorexia also exhibit this weird behaviour around money 

so I want to mention it here.  
 
All through my illness I could not spend money on anything other than rent. I 

literally never bought clothes and was as stingy and tight as they come. I’d 
shiver all winter rather than turn the heading on and stumble around in the 
dark in order to avoid switching a light on. 

 
I thought that was just my personality, but it turns out that now I am recovered I 

love to buy things. ;) 
 
I also love a warm home.  
 
I’ve known some people with Anorexia with similar money-saving antics who 

then blow hundreds of dollars on pills and supplements. Don’t try and make 
sense of it because it like so many other ED behaviours it doesn’t make any 
sense at all.  

 
I mention this just in case you see similarities in your own behaviour with money. 

It is important as you have to get used to buying and spending money on 
good quality food, and looking after yourself in that way too.  

 
If you recognise this in your own self, then you should add to your plan a 

spending rule: You have to spend X amount of money on food per week. Or, if 
it’s spending money on clothes that you struggle with then set a weekly 
spending goal for that.  

 
In a way it almost makes sense when you think of money as a brain-stem survival 

concept. Like food, money-behaviours related to survival are located in the 
brain stem area. As is sex … 
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Sex 

Another brain-stem area part of life. Another part of life that for many of us 
dissolves with Anorexia. Not all sufferers experience loss of sex drive, but 
many of us do so I wanted to mention it. Frankly it makes sense. If you are 
underweight your poor body has plenty of other things to worry about other 
than reproduction.  

 
I wouldn't worry about doing anything about your sex drive right now. I found 

mine came back in full swing as I became and remained weight restored.  
 

Other “Patterned Behaviours” 

 
Another odd one here. I used to get all sorts of weird about all sorts of activities. 

Always having the same shift at work was one of them. We were supposed to 
have different shifts every week but I was so rigid about it nobody bothered 
to argue with me. I think all this type of behaviour was tied into the same 
obsessive behaviour around food and exercise. If I didn’t do the same shifts, 
week in week out I felt very stressed,  

 
I worked in a restaurant, and I had this rule that I had to take customer orders 

from the bar area to the kitchen area X times per shift. If we were quiet I did 
all these silly things like run back and forth with one salt shaker at a time in 
order to keep moving. I’m telling you this so that you can identify anything 
similar that you have in your life and start to name and shame it — because 
that’s how you stop yourself doing it. Remember, you are shaming your ED, 
not yourself, and that is an important distinction,  

 

Plain old “Weird Shit” 

 
I can’t think of any other way to adequately describe some of the behaviours that 

EDs inflict on us other than “weird shit.” Also, while we all certainly have some 
weird behaviours in common, your ED probably has some unique little gems 
that are specific to you.  
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Examples: Jiggling legs and fidgeting obsessively; eating foods in a specific 
order only; going through phases where only a certain type of food can be 
eaten; having routines and rituals around food, exercise, money, work, and 
day-to-day activities; always having to walk the long route rather than take 
the shortcut; having to get up and down frequently and an inability to sit still; 
refusing to take an elevator because you want to take the stairs; refusing to 
take the car and insisting on walking even if it takes hours … .  

 
 

Basically what you have to do in order to make this 
recovery plan work is this: 

 
1. Identify the weird shit you do.  
2. Work out what it is going to take to stop you from 

doing it.  
3. Stop doing weird shit.  
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Part Three: 3-Stage Recovery Plan 
 
 
This is a 3-stage recovery plan that I have devised from my own experience.  
 
Read through the rest of this kit with your ED Check Person. You will both need 

to be totally on board with the goals and how you are going to get there.  
 
I wish I could provide you with an exact time that you have to spend at every 

stage but I cannot. It differs for us all. I have known people who have become 
weight restored and stable within a couple of weeks and have then moved on 
to Stage Two, and I know people who have been weight restored but stayed 
on a Stage One meal plan for years. It really comes down to you, and a lot of 
being honest about where you are and what helps you the most. 

 
Stage One Recovery is the longest chapter as I outline many of the concepts of 

recovery here. So even if you are already past Stage One, please read it.  
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Stage One Recovery 
 

Stage One goals: 

1. Get weight restored and stay there.  
2. Never skip a meal or snack. 
3. Cease binge behaviours. 
4. Eat full fat versions of foods. 
5. Stop ED behaviours.  
6. Get into regular sleeping patterns.  
7. Start to vary the foods eaten. 
8. Eliminate stress response to food. 
9. Make regular mealtimes so easy it’s almost boring! 
10. Women: Stay weight restored so that periods come back if you lost them.  
11. Continue to identify the weird shit you do and stop doing it.  

 

ED Check Person’s role in Stage One 

 
This will vary depending on what you decided in your assessment. You may be 

at a point where you can eat your daily meals (without skipping) on your own. 
As long as you stay weight-restored this is fine, and some people really 
manage on their own very well.  

 
Others, as we discussed earlier, need full-on meal support at every mealtime. 

There is no judgement to be attached to this. Just be realistic. If that is what 
you need then that is what you must have. Remember, this is not forever, just 
long enough to get you well so you can be independent again.  

 
Even you are eating well on your own you still need to check in with your ED 

Check Person at least twice a week for a chat about your progress. You need 
to have a weight check at least once per week to make sure you are on track 
there also.  
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Meal plan structure 

Meal planning is a critical part of your recovery and we will address meal 
planning for different stages of recovery. This first meal plan is your Stage 
One meal plan, and it is different from what you will do once you are stable in 
weight and recovery.  

 
I’ve put vague meal times here, but you need to set a more specific time with 

your ED Check Person. Stick to that time. Commit to never missing a meal or a 
snack.  

 
Breakfast - before 10am 
Snack - before noon 
Lunch - before 2pm 
Snack - before 4pm  
Dinner - before 8pm 
Snack - before 10pm 
 

Food quantity  

To be determined by your ED Check Person. If you need to weigh your foods 
that is fine but you are weighing to make sure that you do not undercut and 
that you eat enough.  

 
The crux of it is, that the faster you get up to eating normal portion sizes the 

faster you will get to a full recovery. Be at ease with allowing someone else to 
make all these decisions for you. The sooner you get this done the sooner 
you can get on with your life.  

 
I know that your ED is kicking up a hell of a stink right now as you read this. Good. 

It’s scared because it knows that if you do these things it will be history. You 
have to trust me, and you have to trust your ED Check Person. You cannot, at 
this point, trust yourself because your ED corrupts the part of you brain that 
makes decisions around food quantity.  

 
With this plan we are working on getting your body and brain to a point where 

you can take back these decisions and you can trust yourself again. This is not 
forever. Surrender control now and you will actually get it back later.  
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Food type 

 
Frankly I think it matters far less what you eat so long as you are eating enough 

of everything. In fact for a while I think the less healthy you can eat the better 
as most of us are very caught up on healthy eating. I know for me it did my 
mental health a world of good to only eat pizza and crisps and cheese for a 
couple of weeks. Still does me a great deal of good to have the odd couple of 
days like that now.  

 
In Stage One Recovery I honestly think fruit, vegetables, and anything labelled 

“healthy food” should be renegated to the least important food on the list for 
a time. They are too easy. Your ED likes them. If they were a high school 
grade they would be D-.  

 
Full-fat dairy, meat, ice cream, cakes, pastries, fast foods are all higher-level 

things. Think of them as the  A-star level  and if you can eat them you are on 
your way to recovery gold. Your ED hates them, so they are the most valuable 
recovery foods.  

 
A balanced diet has fat, carbohydrates, and protein. In recovery I made it my 

main aim to eat high-fat foods as those scared me the most. Every plate I had 
to cover at least ½ full with cheese or meat or some other type of protein/fat 
rich combo. The rest was ¼ (or more) carbohydrates such as bread, rich or 
potatoes, and ¼ (or less) vegetables, I actually worked out the less 
carbohydrates I ate in that time the more room I had in my tummy for the 
heavy-nutrient and fat foods that were feeding my body the most. Less rice 
and more cheese! 

 
And no, you are not going to get scurvy if you wean yourself of the fruit and veg 

for a couple of months.  
 
I’m not a nutritionist and I am not going to tell you specifically what foods to eat 

— I’m just going to tell you that if you are underweight, the amount of fat you 
are currently eating is probably not enough.  

 
A relatively fat dominant diet is what really  worked for me in terms of healing my 

body and kicking Anorexia out of my brain. If you think that sounds hard then 
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it was! This is not easy by any means, but once you have committed to 
recovery you have to commit to eating fat.  

 
All that aside, you should let your ED Check person be the judge of what a 

balanced eating plan for you looks like in terms of what is on the plate.  
 
 

Hunger 

 
Do not expect to be hungry when it comes to meal or snack times, but if you are 

just enjoy the feeling as it means you are recovering.  
 
For many of us with Anorexia the illness blocks our ability to feel hunger. That is 

why it is important you learn that feeling hungry before a meal is a bonus — 
not a requirement.  

 

You eat if you are hungry or not.  
You eat even if you feel full and bloated.  
You eat every meal and every snack every day.  
 

Binge eating 

 
Many of us experience binge eating when we do eat, and because of this we fear 

eating all the more.  
 
You can’t really blame your body for binging, as it is starving and it doesn’t trust 

that you will eat again regularly. If you stick to the meal plan and don’t skip 
meals the urge to binge will cease as you body will learn to trust that there is 
a regular supply of energy coming in. Blog post on this here.  

 
Binge eating is an Eating Disorder Behaviour. It impedes recovery as we then feel 

the urge to purge afterwards — either by vomiting or starvation usually, but 
some of us purge via exercise. It is important that if you do binge you 
continue to eat your regular meals and snacks regardless.  
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If you have a tendency to binge eat you need to work with your ED check person 

to put measures in place to stop you doing this. 
 

Night binging 

 
I for one had a real problem with binging at night. I write about this in detail in my 

book, but I used to sneak downstairs in the middle of the night and devour 
the entire kitchen. I wish that was an exaggeration! 

 
Then I would wake up and feel horrid and starve myself all day because I was 

freaking out about all the things I had eaten. This cycle is very destructive, 
unhealthy, and did not help me recover.  

 
Work with your ED Check Person on what you need to do in order to manage 

binge behaviour. I had to make a rule no eating after 10pm as that was when 
my bunge urge would kick in. You have to identify your weak spots and put 
things in place to keep yourself on track.  

 
Oh, and if you do binge, guess what? You don’t dwell on it (that’s a rule) and 

more importantly you continue to eat as per your meal plan. If you binge one 
night it is even more important that you eat breakfast the next morning and 
continue that day as planned. That is the only way to break the binge/purge 
cycle.  

 

Sleep 

 
I suffered chronic insomnia when I was underweight. I have this theory that when 

the body is severely malnourished it doesn't want to sleep because the “must 
find food” scavenger part of the brain won’t shut down.  

 
Catch-22 is, my brain doesn’t operate very well without sleep. Couple that with 

malnutrition and you’ve got one messed up, irritable, unreasonable bitch on 
your hands. 
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I sleep like a log now, and have done ever since I became weight restored. 
Ninety percent of the time I am not a bitch anymore — who knew! 

 
Much of my lying-in-bed-awake time was spent obsessing over food and 

exercise. God, it was awful.  
 

How I established a healthy sleep: 

- Got weight restored (duh!) 
- No eating after 10pm 
- No eating in bed (yes, I used to do this!) 
- No massive sugar hits before bed ( I had to train myself to eat chocolate 

during the day rather than at midnight) 
- No phone in bed.  
- Blackout curtains 
- White noise player (this drowned out my obsessive thoughts as well as my 

husband’s snoring) 
- Go to bed at same time every night.  
 
Realistically while the all rest I think are good practices for a good night’s sleep, 

the weight restoration is the very most important. When the body is starving it 
is continually in a state of stress — bodies don’t sleep well when they are 
stressed.  

 

Food shopping 

 
This is an odd one. I for one was actually a bit obsessed with food shopping — 

except I never bought anything!  
 
I would spend hours in a grocery store and come out having not bought a thing. 

Other people with eating disorders cannot stand the thought of going into a 
food store. So, we need to identify where we are at, and normalise the 
behaviour if need be.  

 
Here is what is normal food shopping behaviour: Go to store. Buy what is needed. 

Leave store.  
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Not: go to store and stand bewildered for hours. Not: go to store and obsessively 
compare the nutrition information on the back of products. Not: go to store 
and not buy anything. Not: go to store and have a nervous breakdown.  

 

Eating out 

 
I did not eat out at all in Stage One Recovery. I didn’t eat with anyone other than 

my husband and family either for this time. I knew that I would be more 
focused and less stressed that way.  

 
When I felt ready to eat out at restaurants and with other people if I went to their 

house for dinner it was time for me to move on to Stage Two.  
 

Full fat :) 

 
Work with your ED Check Person on this one. If it is too much of a stress for you 

to eat full fat versions of dairy and other foods initially then you should work 
together to introduce them into your meal plan. For some people this will be 
more relevant in Stage Two Recovery.  

 
Fat is crucial for your recovering body, so work on getting full fat versions of all 

foods into your diet as fast as you can. Nutritional benefits aside, fat is the 
hardest nutrient for most of us to mentally get our heads around eating. It is a 
huge step in recovery from an eating disorder to become comfortable eating 
fatty foods.  

 
Needless to say this was one of the most difficult parts of recovery for me 

personally. But it was also one of the most rewarding. Fat tastes delicious for 
one, but also the nutrients in fat were such that my hair regained thickness, 
my skin and complexion improved, and my disposition became that of a 
happier person overall.  
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Vacations/holidays 

 
I’m not going to try to tell you what to do in regards to this, I am just going to tell 

you that I really struggled to keep on top of my recovery when I went on a 
holiday while in Stage One. Different place + different foods = all too much 
stress really.  

 
But just something to either keep in mind or plan for: if you are going to go on a 

vacation during early stage recovery be prepared for your ED to flare up and 
try and use it as an excuse to put you in relapse.  

 
Holidays and large family gatherings such as Christmas are really very hard 

unless you are able to talk openly to your family about your eating disorder. 
This is something that is worthwhile if you can achieve it as it’s very healing 
for everyone involved.  

 
Explain it to them. Send them some of my blogs and podcasts to read and listen 

to if you think that would help them process it a bit before talking about it. 
Once they truly understand you can bet they will do anything to help you get 
well — including tolerating your absence at the next family gathering if you 
think it will be too much stress.  

 
Stage One doesn't last forever, and in Stage Two you should be able to go to all 

these types of things without stress. If you have to miss some parties now in 
order to get there then so be it. 

 
Blog post on surviving Christmas here 
 

Work 

 
Another tricky one for adults. Many of us — especially those of us with what I 

refer to as “sustainable” eating disorders — have a job while we have an 
eating disorder. Some of us hide it so well that we make fantastic employees 
regardless of how unwell we are in other aspects.  
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You’ll need to work out if and how your work life needs to alter in order to 
accommodate recovery. You might have to give up work for a while. If that is 
what you need to do then that is what you must  do. 

 
Remember, the plan is here that you dive into recovery with both feet so that you 

move onwards with your life sooner rather than later. That said, when you 
fully prioritise your health, you may have to put your career on hold if work is 
not conducive to recovery.  

 
There is no single answer here. You and your ED Check Person have to assess 

your working situation and find the right path for you.  
 

Moving on to Stage Two Recovery 

 
When you are weight restored and have been for a while; when you are sleeping 

well; when you are not exercising or obsessing over it; and when eating three 
meals and three snacks a day is so easy for you that it is boring …  then it is 
probably time to move on to Stage Two.  

 
But remember, while getting weight restored is something you should do as fast 

as possible, moving through these stages is not.  
 
Before you move on: 
 
- Have you been weight restored for 6 months or more? 
- Is three meals and three snacks a day easy for you? 
- Have you not skipped a meal for at least 6 months? 
- Are you sleeping well? 
- Are you feeling relaxed about exercise? 
- Have you stopped being such an irritable, cranky pain in the arse? 
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Stage Two Recovery 
 
Rule: if you skip a meal or a snack you have to go back to Stage One. It’s still 

imperative at this stage that you normalise a regular eating schedule, so if 
you have any blips just revert back to Stage One plan until you feel confident 
again.  

 

Goals: 

- Maintain weight restoration. 
- Continue to eat three meals and three snacks every day.  
- Become more independant at mealtimes.  
- Become more adventurous about the foods that you eat.  
- Start eating out and with friends/family more.  
- Rely on ED Check Person less.  
- Eat full fat versions of all foods if not already doing so.  
 

Meal Plan Structure: 

Breakfast - before 10am 
Snack - before noon 
Lunch - before 2pm 
Snack - before 4pm  
Dinner - before 8pm 
Snack - before 10pm 
 
Spot the difference? There isn’t one.  
 
You still eat three meals and three snacks per day.  
 

Role of ED Check Person in Stage Two 

This may or may not change depending on what your ED Check Person decides.  
 
He or she will decide when you are okay to eat meals alone, and when you are 

okay to shop alone etc. Ultimately, by the end of Stage Two your ED Check 
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Person will have weaned you off them so to speak. You should be aiming to 
eat on your own or with other people as you wish but either way never 
skipping a meal or a snack.  

 
Important: If your ED Check Person notices anything to make them think that you 

need to step back to Stage One then you have to trust them.  
 

Eating Out 

Okay. Time to expand! 
 
Add one eating out experience to your weekly meal plan. Ideally this is with your 

ED Check Person.  
 
Eating out rules: 
 
- You are not allowed to order a salad when you eat out.  

 
- You are not allowed to order a starter for your main course. 

 
- You have to order a full main meal.  

 
- If what you order is supersized and genuinely more than a normal person 

could eat, your ED Check Person determines when you can stop eating. But 
really, your aim is to clear the plate.  

 
- It is okay to go to the same restaurant every week, but you can’t order the 

same menu item every week.  
 

- Your ED Check Person gets to choose the restaurant.  
 

- You are not allowed to look up the menu online ahead of time.  
 

- When you order food, try not to ask for alterations to the way in which the 
food is designed to come. I.e. if it is a burrito with cheese you can’t ask for “no 
cheese.” If you absolutely have to make alterations due to dietary allergens 
(real ones, not just the ones in your head) then your ED Check Person has to 
okay them first.  
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- You cannot take more than 10 mins to make up your mind what to eat.  

 
- When you order food, you cannot change the order after the waitress has 

delivered it to the kitchen.  
 

- No superfluous water drinking. 
 
Tip: I started by only ordering a full main course. After a couple of months when that 
was no longer stressful, I began to order a starter as well as the main course, or a 
dessert as well as the main course. The main course is the most important course, 
but when you feel confident begin to experiment with add-ons.  

 

Snacks out too! 

 
At least one snack per week should be eaten out now too. Coffee shop visits for 

a almond croissant are my favorite, or a lovely slice of chocolate brownie. 
Have fun!  

 

Vacations/ Holidays 

 
The thought of the large family gathering meal should be a lot easier for you 

now.  
 
Goals:  
- To be able to eat a regular sized meal of whatever festive food is on offer. 
- Not to analyse what other people are eating.  
- Not to binge eat.  
- Not to be cranky and snappy with people and to actually enjoy yourself!  
 
 

Moving on to Stage Three Recovery 

When eating out is boring, and you are eating independently, and you have 
maintained your minimum weight, and you are eating full-fat versions of all 
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foods, and — most importantly — your ED Check Person says so … then you 
can consider moving on to Stage Three.  
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Stage Three Recovery 
 
Okay, same deal. If you skip a meal or lose weight you have to revert back to 

Stage Two until you have gained weight or feel confident that you won’t skip. 
 
Goals: 
- Maintain recovered weight. 
- Be totally independent. 
- Be able to eat anything.  
- Be able to handle any social situation. 
- Reintroduce a reasonable amount of exercise.  
- Weigh yourself independently.  
- Continue to identify and eat your fear foods. 
- Eat at fast food restaurants on a semi-regular basis.  
- Continue to eat three meals and three snacks every day.  
 

ED Check Person Role in Stage Three Recovery 

 
In Stage Three you should be totally independant of your ED Check Person. But 

you don’t dump them. You see them on a regular basis and I’m hoping that 99 
percent of the time neither of you have to think about your weight or your 
eating disorder because you are well recovered and there are plenty more 
interesting things in your life to talk about now.  

 
But, should your ED Check Person ever take you aside and tell you that you have 

lost weight or are acting weird around food and exercise it is important that 
you listen to then and nip that in the bud immediately.  

 

Stage Three Meal Plan Structure: 

 
You guessed it! Same as Stage One and Stage Two! 
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Planning and Shopping 

 
Have one meal planning session per week where you plan all meals and make 

sure that you have food in stock to make them. You don’t need to plan every 
detail as meticulously now, but you do need to plan so that you never get 
caught out.  

 
Make sure that you list your ingredients needed and go buy them so you don’t 

run out — but that’s good advice to anyone, isn’t it.  
 
You have to be more careful than the average bear when it comes to stocking 

the fridge. When you come home late after a long hard day and you can’t be 
bothered to go to the store you need something quick and easy because you 
can’t skip meals like normal people can — no matter how recovered you are! 

 

Eating Out 

 
Continue to include at least one meal out per week as part of your plan. Push 

yourself to try different restaurants and foods and with different people. 
 
Include at least one fast food restaurant per month in your plan. Yes, you heard 

me. A balanced diet means you can eat all sorts  of foods sometimes.  
 
Also, think of it this way: one day you are on a road trip or something and the 

family wants to make the lunch stop at McDonalds. You have to be able to eat 
there because you can’t skip meals. Even if it’s the veggie McWhatever 
Sandwich and fries, that’s okay so long as you eat a meal. And yes, I do this.  

 
Actually I eat fast food once per week as part of my personal practice. Firstly I do 

it because I looove  doing anything that Anorexia would not allow me to do. 
Second, well, I guess I have to admit I like the taste of trashy food. Sue me.  
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Plan to eat dinner with someone else at least once a week. If you are married or 
living with a partner then it is good to make this a family meal time where you 
all eat the same food. Doing this once a day is even better.  

 

A balanced diet is a varied diet 

 
Notice if you get too stuck on eating the same foods and challenge yourself to 

vary them. I still do this all the time if I get too busy at work unless I pre-plan. 
Mostly it is just because it is more convenient not to have to think, but I do 
think that ED people tend to fall faster into food patterns and we need to be 
aware.  

 

Weighing yourself 

 
Like I said at the start, I think you need to weigh yourself in order to be totally 

independent. You should always have an ED Check Person in your life, but 
the role has changed now to be someone whom you listen to if they tell you 
that you are slipping, rather than someone who you rely on on a weekly basis 
to keep yourself well.  

 

Moving on to Stage Four Recovery 

 
I think this will happen naturally. You’ll become so at ease with eating that one 

day you will realise that you are already in Stage Four — which is full 
recovery.  
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Section Four: Full Recovery 
 

Don’t get complacent 

 
You did it. You maintained recovery. That is amazing and you should be very 

proud of yourself. It will be the hardest thing you ever have to do in life I hope.  
 
Main thing now is to not get complacent. You feel amazing and it can be easy to 

want to forget that you ever lived through this horrid experience, The 
problem is, you have to remember that   you still have an eating disorder . It’s 
just dormant. It will stay dormant unless you go into a negative energy 
balance for a prolonged period of time (i.e. lose if you weight).  

 
Eating disorders are genetic. Unless you can work out how to change out your 

genes you will always be predisposed to having one. You can live totally free 
from it however if you keep your checks in place.  

 

Keep an ED Check Person 

 
Always have at least one person who knows your ED history and will tell you if 

you lose weight or if you start to exercise too much — or if you start doing 
anything that is ED-esque.  

 
This is just part of you doing your part to be on the lookout for an ED relapse. EDs 

are nefarious little buggers and it will wait until you are in a weak spot to try 
and come back. Know that times of stress are times when your ED will try and 
get back into your life. Be prepared for that.  

 

Know your triggers 

 
I have not discussed triggers too much in this kit as while they can trigger an 

eating disorder in a person who is predisposed to having one, they are not the 
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same as a cause and I personally don’t think they are much of a factor in ED 
recovery  specifically unless they are causing you to relapse.  

 
If you have other issues to work through then you have to work through them of 

course, but you don’t wait until they are sorted until you start your ED 
recovery. ED recovery is a priority — and besides, when your brain isn’t 
malnourished anymore your other “issues” will likely fade or become more 
manageable..  

 
A trigger is anything that could cause you to lose weight and spark your eating 

disorder. Being aware of them is important when you are recovered so that 
you can stay recovered.  

 
Triggers often spark the eating disorder in the first place—hence trigger.  
Triggers contribute to the eating disorder’s longevity if left unaddressed.  
Triggers worsen the eating disorder.  
Triggers spark relapse.  
Triggers are not causes. 
 
I think this is very important, but it’s somewhat difficult to understand. First you 

need to know that the environmental trigger(s) that provoked your eating 
disorder to activate in your brain is/are not the “cause” of your eating 
disorder. Without the genetic predisposition for your eating disorder, those 
triggers would not have made you develop your eating disorder. 

 
If going on a diet because you wanted to lose weight caused your eating 

disorder, then everyone who has ever gone on a diet would have one. If 
trauma caused your ED, then everyone who has been through trauma would 
have an ED. Those things might have provoked you into go into a calorie 
deficit, which can trigger eating disorders to emerge if the person is 
genetically predisposed to having one, but they are not standalone causes. 

 
Recognition is the key to many aspects of eating disorder recovery. Recognise 

your triggers, be aware of them, and don’t let them cause you to relapse. If 
this requires you to do extra work now to gain self-esteem or whatever then 
you need to make sure you are doing that.  

 
Blog post on triggers here 
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Transitions  

 
Even if you have been fully recovered for years, there are some situational blips 

to look out for. I’ve noticed that I have to be careful around transitions of any 
type. Things like: 

 
- Changing jobs 
- Moving house 
- Going on holiday 
- Having someone come and stay  
- Changing roles at work 

 
I’m not saying you won’t breeze through transitions, and I’ve never fully relapsed 
due to an transition, but I have felt and observed wobbles.  
 

Stress 

 
Stress is part of life and we all have it from time to time. Be aware that times of 
stress are high-relapse-risk zones so that you are extra diligent to take care of 
yourself and watch for any behavioural changes when the shit has hit the fan.  
 

Illness 

 
Eating Disorders love nothing more than a stomach bug that’ll mean you can’t eat 
for a while. While you cannot control getting ill, you can be ultra-vigilant about 
eating immediately as soon as you are able and making up for however long you 
were unable to eat.  
 
Remember, any prolonged energy imbalance where you are consuming fewer 
calories than you need to can trigger that eating disorder that is lying dormant.  
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Things You Just Can’t Do 

 
Life isn’t fair. There are some things that you just should never do in order to 

stay healthy. Bitch and whine about it all you like, but do consider this and 
take it seriously.  

 
- You can’t be gluten free . Unless you are celiac. But honestly you probably 

aren’t. It’s restriction and your ED wants you to do it. Don’t do it.  
 

- You can’t go dairy free . Same reasoning as above.  
 

- You cannot be vegan.  I have a lot of resources on this. Check out this post 
first , then this one. Now listen to  this podcast , and finally listen to this one to 
learn why being vegan may not be as ethical as you think.  

 
- If you have an exercise problem:  you shouldn’t have a job that means you 

have to run around all over the place. Like working as a waitress. It turns into 
an ED behaviour.  

 
- You can’t be a marathon runner or do any other sort of extreme cardio sport 

if you have had problems with excessive exercise.  
 

- You should not work in the diet or fitness industry. For example my dream 
job when I was ill with Anorexia has being a personal trainer and nutrition 
coach. Good grief that is so obvious an ED influence now I see it, but at the 
time I was convinced it was my life’s mission.  

 
- You can’t diet. Duh.  

 
- You can’t hang around with people who are obsessed with food and diet.  

 
- You can’t be an Eating Disorder Therapist. I have blogs on this here and 

here , and here  that explain why I think this. TL;DR: Wounded healers make for 
shitty healers for eating disorders.  
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- You probably shouldn’t aspire to be a chef or work with food either. One 
symptom is a preoccupation of cooking for and watching other people eat. 
Just saying.  

 
- You can’t go on cleanses . (And you shouldn’t want to as they are a load of 

crap anyway. Read more on that here ) 
 

Cheers, and best of luck! 

 
 
Thank you for reading this Eating Disorder Recovery Kit. I am not a therapist and 

am not trying to do anything here other than provide the information that I 
had wished I had when I was recovering from Anorexia.  

 
Suggestions and your own stories welcome. You can email me at 

info@tabithafarrar.com  or tweet to @Love_Fat_ 
 
If you want to read my full recovery story, you can get my book  here.  
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